Brazil has been suffering a severe sylvatic epidemic of yellow fever virus (YFV) 49 since late 2016. Analysis of full-length YFV genomes from all hosts involved in the 50 Brazilian 2017 outbreak reveals that they belong to sub-lineage 1E within modern-51 lineage, but display several unique amino acid substitutions in highly conserved positions 52 at NS3 and NS5 viral proteins. Evolutionary analyses indicate that YFV carrying that set 53 of amino acid substitution circulates in the Southern Brazilian region for several months 54 before being detected in December 2016. Structural and selection analyses support that 55 some of these substitutions were under positive selection and could impact enzyme 56 structure and function. Altogether, this evidence demonstrated that the current Brazilian 57 YFV carries unique amino acid signatures in the non-structural proteins and support the 58 hypothesis that those substitutions may be affecting the viral fitness and transmissibility. 59 60 65 genus Aedes, Haemagogus and Sabethes, and in which humans can be accidentally 66 infected, and the urban cycle where inter-human transmission is ensured by the domestic 67 and anthropophilic mosquito Aedes aegypti (3). While only the sylvatic cycle has been 68 reported in the Americas during nearly the last 75 years, in Africa people may acquire the 69 infection in both cycles, besides in an intermediate cycle occurring in rural areas close to 70 forests (2, 4).
INTRODUCTION
Yellow fever (YF) is a viral disease transmitted by the bite of infected mosquitoes 62 in Africa and South America, affecting around 200,000 people annually, mostly in Africa
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(1-3). There are two main epidemiological cycles: the enzootic sylvatic cycle where the 64 virus is transmitted between non-human primates (NHP) and wild arboreal mosquitoes of Moreover, all 2017 YFV Brazilian strains also share an amino acid change at position 157 N/D2803S that was previously observed only in a Venezuelan strain isolated in 2006 158 (GenBank, KM388818). We also detected additional amino acid substitutions, which are 159 not present in all the 2017 Brazilian genomes (Fig. 2) . Accordingly, the YFV H199 We created structural models of NS3 and NS5 proteins to gain some insights into 171 the structural and functional effects of these amino acid substitutions. Initially, prior to 172 the structural model generation, we aligned the NS3 and NS5 amino acid sequences of 173 the prototype 2017 Brazilian YF virus (strain ES505) (15) with the different template 174 sequences ( Fig. 3-Fig. Supplements 1; Fig. 4-Fig. Supplements 1) . 175 The effect of the amino acid substitutions on both NS3 and NS5 proteins was 176 evaluated through hydrogen bond formation and electrostatic analysis. The two 177 substitutions found in NS3, E88D and R121K (polyprotein position: E1572D; R1605K, 178 respectively) are conservative and, as such, they have little impact on the surface 179 electrostatic potential ( Fig. 3 C, D) . For the E88D substitution, a small structural change 180 was observed, which mainly consisted of lysine 174 (polyprotein position: K1658) side 181 chain displacement due to the loss of a hydrogen bond with the protein backbone ( Fig. 3 182 E, F). On the other hand, the R121K substitution is located near the NS2B binding groove 183 and might influence the interaction between these two molecules. Hydrogen bond 184 analysis indicates that K 121 could favor the formation of a hydrogen bond with threonine 185 77 of NS2B (polyprotein position: T1431), whereas such an interaction was not identified 186 in 2010 model ( Fig. 3 A, B ). This interaction could, in turn, modulate the NS3-NS2B 187 binding affinity and, thus, the protease efficiency.
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The three first amino acid substitutions in NS5 are clustered in the MTase domain, inhabitants, respectively. Alarmingly, these densely populated areas host some of the 246 busiest South American airports, ports and road networks, are highly infested by YFV 247 competent urban vectors, Aedes aegypti and Ae.albopictus, and have repeatedly been the 248 territory of severe dengue epidemics. All together, these ecological and sanitary marks 249 raised concern about the potential risk of YFV to reemerge in an urban cycle in Brazil as 250 well as to spread to other countries and continents rapidly(23, 24). Furthermore, YFV 251 strains characterized by a set of amino acid polymorphism were identified during this 252 outbreak, and their biological impact needed to be investigated (15). ). For these reasons, we also investigated the impact of the identified amino acid 270 substitutions through the structural analysis of NS3 and NS5 protein models. Even though 271 all the amino acid substitutions were mainly conservative, they occur close to domains 272 that might be affected by these subtle modifications. Furthermore, we were able to detect 273 features that may correlate with an increase in enzymatic efficiency and constitute an 274 advantage in viral dissemination. In the NS3 protein, the R121K substitution is located in 275 the region responsible for the interaction with NS2B, the cofactor for the proteolytic 276 activity of this enzyme. Although both residues bear a positive charge, lysine was shown 277 to potentially establish a hydrogen bond with NS2B, due to the less bulky side chain. For 278 the NS5 protein, we found that the three amino acid substitutions located at the MTase 279 domain were spatially contiguous and could influence the relative orientation between (22, (31) (32) (33) . Onward, these proteins widely interact with other 294 viral proteins and host molecules (27, (33) (34) (35) . It is also interesting to note that the 2803 Complete genome sequences were deposited in the GenBank database (Table 1) .
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Amplified products were sequenced as previously described (15 was used as a template, which shares 60% identity with the YFV sequence. Template and 422 target sequences were then aligned using the PSI-Coffee mode of T-Coffee program(41).
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One hundred homology models were generated using the standard "auto model" routine 
